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ACT FOR CHANGE

If the poor child cannot come to education, education must go to him!

-Swami Vivekanand
Our Website: www.skmieservice.com
Visit- www.facebook.com/YoungAssociation
Email Id-info@skmieservice.com

About SKMIE Service
Education is a valuable aspect of one’s life. Even GOD would have an
uncontrollable urge to its seeking. Without education our lives can be
equated to that of an animal. The more we impart it, the more we gain
it.The more we spread education among the under privileged parts of
society, the more we add to the value of that society.
To spread education to the children in need and for the betterment of
India’s future, SKMIE Service took an initiative of educating these
children with the motive of “Education without Inhibition”.

Young Association, an initiative started by youth of today’s generation,
has now achieved heights.Started in 2010, the association completed its
4 years on 11th September, 2014. It is a PROFITABLE ORGANIZATION, not
an NGO. We are happy to announce that we are a big family comprising
of four departments with thousands members. The 4 departments
are:Orphanage Teaching, School Teaching, Slum Teaching and School
Events Department.

We are proud to mention the fact that we have undertaken two
orphanages, two slums and various schools.The association is
distributed in a hierarchical manner giving rise to senior core team,
junior core team and special team. Young Association is Constitutiondriven Organization. Every member of YA is hardworking, dedicated and
disciplined.
Talking about the objectives, we strive for perfection of future
generation. And an important point to be noted here is that we are a
profitable organization because we think that this is a dual advantage
opportunity. Learning by teaching proves true to us. It is our
responsibility and duty to work for the other half of the society. Our
motive “Act for Change” defines all our goals.
We have been teaching students not only how to read and write but
also how to dance and sing and to represent themselves to a larger
mass. We have Orphanage and Slum events every Sunday and School
events once a fortnight. We celebrate events like Republic Day,
Independence Day etc. We have worked upon cleanliness campaign and
plantation campaign also.
Our first official project LETIF (Let’s Educate Tommorow’s India’s Future)
was a huge success which was impossible without the donors and
volunteers. We further will keep coming with various projects.
Hence, be a part of this initiative and keep supporting us.

Success of LETIF-1
Young Association started a project LETIF (Let’s Educate Tommorow’s
India’s Future) in January 2015. The initiative has been successfully
achieved to a great extent.
Under this project we aimed at the innovative idea of providing
stationary, books and uniform to the underprivileged students and
through the efforts of association and team work, we managed to
collect a good amount of fund which took the project to flying heights.
The distribution ceremonies commenced with many cultural programs
by the children as well as the members of the association. The end of
these event brought wide smiles on these innocent faces, thus, fulfilling
the real aim of all the events.

Glimpses

Distribution at Jhandevalan Orphanage on 5th April, 2015

A glimpse of Distribution Ceremony organized at Jhandevalan Orphanage on
5th April,2015

Distribution at Sai Kripa Orphanage on 11th April,2015

Lightening Of Lamp at Dallupura Slum on 19th April,2015

A glimpse of the Distribution Ceremony organized at Dallupura Slum

Objectives of LETIF-2
In LETIF-2 (Let’s Educate Tommorow’s India’s Future), we are shifting our
vision to educate these children with the help of technology and smart
classes. Classes that will incorporate projectors and will also include video
conferencing with great personalities. This thought will enhance their
learning skills and provide them a better understanding of concepts. Through
this initiative, we wish to equip these children with knowledge by educating
them using technology. Our materials will provide them with adequate
environment for learning and that too by using modern tools.

1. INSTALLATION OF PROJECTORS
Objectives:
 Children can grasp easily through images and videos, which
promotes better understanding. Therefore, it will work as a tool
for quick learning of concepts.
 Motivational videos will be shown to them.
 Parents counseling of these children can be done. First lesson of
life starts from home itself.Thus, the parents need to be well
aware regarding the importance of education in a child’s life.
 Projectors need to be installed in every department. Installation
of projectors will help them interact with big personalities
through video conferencing. These interactions will help in
motivating the children and boosting their confidence levels.

Requirements:
 Number of projectors needed= 8 (each with a screen)

2. USE OF WHITE BOARDS AND MARKERS
Objectives:
 Basic requirement for the teachers along with the students.
 Helps to maintain decorum while teaching.

Requirements:
 8 white boards with stand
 100 markers
 100 refill bottles

3. INSTALLATION OF SOUND SYSTEM AND EQUIPMENTS
Objectives:
 A major requirement for every department, for organizing better
events.
 Using better tools and equipments we can propagate our
message and vision aptly.

Requirements:
 1 full sound system for Events department including big
speakers, amplifier, mics and connecting wires.
 8 sets of speakers and mic for remaining departments.
 Connecting wires.

4. 3-D SHAPES AND OBJECTS
Objectives:
 3-D shapes like Globe, geometric shapes will provide a better
understanding for children to learnthings.
 Such objects and tools will help children enhance their abilities of
visualizing things in a real world.

5. OTHER RESOURCES
Objectives:
 Carpets are required for the accommodation of children.
 Helps in integrating an appropriate learning atmosphere.
 Almirahs are required to keep all our resources safely.

Requirements:
 16 Carpets
 6 Almirahs
Note: You are not required to contribute for all these requirements.
You can sponsor us for one or more as per your wish. We will accept
your contribution happily. We are not even asking for the new things.
If you are having some used resources, that are also accepted but
those should be in working condition. We will share every account

detail of the money given by you.

Why Projectors?

 We have seen kids learning how to dance by watching TV
etc. They grasp more through videos and animations.
 They will learn quickly and in efficient manner through
projectors.
 They will get happiness and feeling of satisfaction.

Benefits To The Sponsers
 Promotion: We will promote your Institute/School’s
name in the events held by YA and also through our
facebook page.
 It will surely give you the feeling of happiness and
satisfaction that you are investing your money for an
educational reform of kids. This happiness is priceless.
Everyone should experience this kind of feeling in
his/her life at least once.

Why should you invest in Education Sector?
 Instead of giving a fish, we should teach them fishing.
They can carry it throughout their life.
 It is evident that education empowers individuals of
any age.
 Investing in education is the single most effective way
of reducing poverty.
 Education encourages good governance, stability and
helps fight against corruption.

“We cannot seek achievement for ourselves and forget
about progress and prosperity for our community. Our
ambitions must be broad enough to include the
aspirations and needs of others, for their sakes and for
our own.” –Cesar Chavez

Why sponsor us only?
 We work actively with full dedication.
 We feel that it’s not social service, rather, it’s our duty.If
we take it as a duty, then we do it with full zeal and
dedication but if we think that it’s our service, then there
is a difference.
 If you invest here, you will surely see the difference and
the resources given by you will be used for the betterment
of the kids.

Frocks donated at Jhandevalan Orphanage

Your small help can make children happy for a year. So
we believe in serving, we believe in humanity. But we
can’t work without your help. We all are students
dependent on our parents so cannot buy the resources
for all of them. But if you will help us, we can do it.
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Our Account Details:
Account Name- Sai Keshri Manik Institute Of Education Service
Account Number- 1116050011583
IFSC Code- UTBIOGSPJ92

Last Date for the contribution is 20th June,2015. Kindly contact
us before this deadline.

Thanks
Young Association
www.facebook.com/YoungAssociation
Our Website: www.skmieservice.com
Contact no- 8010208972

